
Homework hotline 09-05-19 
 
Mrs. Dyer 
Sixth Grade Math: Multi-Digit Review - Subtraction Side - Due at the 
beginning of class tomorrow! 
Seventh Grade Math: (Slightly different by hour due to today's fire drill.) 

 Third & Sixth Hour: Order of Operations Practice - Even Numbers 
Only 

 Fourth Hour: Thursday's DMP 

Eighth Grade STEM Enrichment: Hurricane Webquest due at beginning 
of hour on  
Friday 
 
 
Science with Mrs. Gates -  
 
Grade 6 - Energy Quiz on September 11 
Grade 7 - Light waves and electromagnetic spectrum quiz on September 
11  
 

Mrs Grout: 
Math 6= 5 questions on Place Value of digits in math notebooks 
 

Mrs. Hellebuyck, Computer Classes 
 
All Grades - Students should have their 3-ring binders set up to be used in 
class.  These are used to store all papers, notes, diagrams, and reference 
material in a 3-hole punch set up.  Students were given class time to set up 
their binders and were provided materials to make the required 
sections.  Binders cannot be a trapper keeper style and cannot be 
combined with other classes.  Binders will be graded on Monday. 
 

 
 
 
 



Sra. Hibbler 
6th Grade Spanish: Sixth Graders are currently learning the phonetic 
sounds in Spanish. Today they learned some rules for g, h, j, ll, rr, q, ñ, and 
z. 
7th Grade Spanish: Today was a practice day for telling time on the hour 
and using the minutes 1-30. There are video links to reteach and games to 
use to practice telling time. http://chibblerspanish.weebly.com/8th-grade-
new-book.html  
8th Grade Spanish: Today was a review day for telling time on the hour and 
knowing when to use y verses menos. There are video links to reteach and 
games to use to practice telling 
time. http://chibblerspanish.weebly.com/8th-grade-new-book.html  Eighth 
graders will have a quiz tomorrow that will be similar to today's review 
notes and practice. There will be an extra credit question for AM (de la 
mañana) and PM (de la tarde/de la noche).  
 

Kent 
Science 6th - notes on energy, began to brainstorm lab 2 test, and 
homework on potential and kinetic energy 
Science 7th- mirror and light on path challenge, video clip on sun, begin lab 
summary 
 

Ms. Kurka 
6th and 7th grade Language Arts: Complete the Study Sync Blast with 3 
peer reviews; Read- reading lists with 4 books will be due October 7th 
 

 
Mr. LaMarra 
US History: Assignment on the Mayflower Compact is due tomorrow. 
 

 
Mrs. Siglow 
6th/8th: Both classes have to read an article about Instagram and complete 
annotations. This is a skill where they write in the margins: questions, 
thoughts, reactions, and make connections. They can also highlight if they 
choose. This is due tomorrow for 10 pts. 
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Mrs. Weingartz 
8th gr. MATH:  Problem Solving worksheet week 2 
7th gr. MATH:  Problem Solving worksheet week 2; Place Value packet 
6th gr. MATH:  Problem Solving worksheet week 2; 3 forms of writing 
numbers worksheet 
  
 
 

 

 

 


